[Radiochemotherapy for oesophageal cancer: a locoregional failure history].
Esophageal cancer is characterized by various degrees of lymph node invasion and metastasis, both of which are associated with a poor prognosis. Exclusive concomitant radiochemotherapy (RCT) at a dose of 50 Gy delivered over 25 sessions, according to the RTOG 85-01 protocol, has led to improved five-year survival in 25% of patients, whereas no patients survive for five years using radiotherapy alone. Surgery, even when combined with preoperative RCT, also gives disappointing results for locally advanced tumors, which casts serious doubts on the usefulness of preoperative radiotherapy. By varying the fractionation schedule, the length of treatment or the radiotherapy volumes, it has become possible to obtain levels of locoregional relapse of around 35 to 45%. The increasing incidence of adenocarcinoma, which differs from epidermoid cancer with regard to the degree of lymph node invasion, has revived discussion on radiotherapy volumes. Given this difference between these two histological forms, we propose here a number of recommendations concerning radiotherapy volumes for patients presenting with cancer of the esophagus. Finally, analysis of the results for locoregional relapse according to the dose of radiation and the recommended radiotherapy volumes, has led us to investigate why increasing the dose of radiation has no impact in esophageal cancers.